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Summary
This document is focused on define the pilots planning per City according with the
architecture blueprint of the iCity Platform, introducing the physical architecture, its
implementation and next steps as of M18.
For design the Pilot plan, requirements from WP5 are considered in order to instruct
the cities to begin the iCity pilots and to guide their activities. As a result, it is
provided an iCity platform implemented in a production environment.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

Acronym

Description

SDK

Software Development Kit

API

Application Programming Interface

REST

Representational State Transfer

ISP

Internet Service Provider

VM

Virtual Machine

MS

Management System

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The main objective of this document is to describe details of the iCity platform to provide a
guide for the deployment of the pilot systems for testing at local city level.

1.2 Overview
The iCity platform can be defined from two complementary viewpoints: Conceptual and
technical vision. The following sections explain these visions and summarize the main
features of the iCity platform, this document is to instruct the cities to begin the iCity pilots
and to guide their activities. The level of technical information contained in this document
goes beyond that required by the local city based technical and business solutions staff.

1.2.1 Conceptual Vision
The iCity Platform operates through a combination of human and systems interactions,
these are managed through Governance, Business Processes and standards of best
practices. The reference architecture and user guide is that of the Open Data platform and
infrastructures (data opened to all users – freely available and free of charge), we strongly
believe the technical components are just one part of the total ‘Urban Platform’.
To enable the creation of innovative applications, it is important to make sure that all data
and information available within the cities’ infrastructure is accessible and available for use.
Software developers’ applications will access and use the huge amount of hidden data via
the Urban Platform to enrich the lives of the citizens.

1.2.2 Technical Vision
On the technical side, the foundation is a the sensor and monitor network that in many
instances is already in place delivering measuring and control services (for example location
based services, authentication, and authorization) across the cities. The iCity Urban
Platform will provide the relationship between the different functional layers of the network to
allow deployment, management, innovation and monetization of services and the building
of business and ‘Smart Cities’ through creative use of data and sensors.
From a high level perspective, a vision of the iCity platform’s architecture could be
represented as a set of components which interact with a central element, which is the core
of the iCity platform.
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Figure 1: iCity Platform in conceptual terms

1.2.3 Features proposals
Using the above conceptual model as the starting reference, an iCity Urban Platform
architecture has been developed that includes the following key features for each functional
area:
 CORE PLATFORM ENVIRONMENT
 iCity platform is deployed in a production environment, in order to ensuring
continuity and service recovery.
 Different networks in order to separate public access and internal access.
 Physical control access and security by incorporating firewalls.
 Distributing workload with load balancers.
 DEVELOPER ENVIRONMENT
 New data model in the developers API related to infrastructure as the main
object.
 Control of the transactions, controlling application-level transactions.
 User registration.
 REST API to query data.
 Developer portal.
 INFRASTRUCTURE ENVIRONMENT
 Infrastructure Management Portal will provide the ability to connect and
disconnect infrastructure as required.
 Establish rules for temporary access to the infrastructure.
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 Incorporation of virtual infrastructures that allow the existence of data, while
incorporating new infrastructure.
 MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
 Based on an operating plan.
 Global monitoring of the platform and its components.
In the following items, functionalities are detailed listed above, also describing the technical
architecture that supports the whole platform.
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2. Architecture
The iCity production environment will be deployed as five virtual machines running on a
cluster of physical servers with VMware ESX as overall manager, in order to maximize the
benefits associated with the use of virtual machines.
Each virtual machine has its own operating system (in some cases Windows and other Red
Hat). The functionalities of each virtual machine are explained in the Platform Delivery
Document.

Figure 2: Architecture iCity Platform
As shown in the figure above, an architecture distribution is made based on:
•

Programmer Access: Distinguish between VM iCITY PORTAL where developers
and users can register and VM iCITY OPEN DATA where runs the iCity Open Data
Portal

•

Management of connectors: a machine to the management of connections with
different infrastructures. (VM CONNECTOR ICITY) and with the iCity Portal through
the iCity API REST.

•

Global Management: A machine to the management and monitoring of the overall
platform (MS VM ICITY).

•

Management Core: Virtual machine related with the platform processes. (VM CORE
iCITY).
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3. Implementation of a new operation environment
With the aim of providing a stable environment that allows developers access to the iCity
Urban Platform, it will be required to implement a new pilot environment independent of the
production and test environments. The Pilot environment is designed to ensure easy
maintenance of each city local pilot, system is based on a standard production environment
to guarantee service continuity.
The following subsections describe the actions required to build the pilot environments,
including the hardware architecture, education and communications of local staff to the
related operating plan.

3.1 Security
Security has been set up for the iCity platform both physically and logically. This section
covers the logical security applied to the platform.
Logical Security consists of the application of barriers and procedures to safeguard access
to the data, only allowing those with authorised access to use the API store, Systems
Management, and Developers Portal.
The outline requirements to be addressed are:
•

Developers should register in the private portal in order to access to their own private
area.

•

iCity Urban Platform access will be given by a token for applications or services
running on private machines.

•

Ensure that the information transmitted is received only by the recipient to which it
was sent and not another.

•

That the information received is the same as has been transmitted.

•

At the beginning, the load balancing is composed by two virtual machines.

3.1.1 Network security
To ensure access to the platform, has established three different networks:
 External DMZ: connections between public hosts (VM API REST iCITY and VM SDK
iCITY) and ISP.
 Internal DMZ: connections between public hosts (VM API REST iCITY and VM SDK
iCITT) and private hosts (VM Connector iCITT, VM CORE iCITY and VM MS iCITY).
 Internal network: only for communications between internal hosts (VM Connector
iCITT, VM CORE iCITY and VM MS iCITY).
Below there is an image with the network architecture implemented.
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Figure 3: Network connectivity of iCity Platform
As seen in the previous figure, the different machines making up the overall architecture are
divided into two large blocks. On one hand, VM API REST iCITY, VM iCITY PORTAL and
VM iCITY OPEN DATA would be accessible to developers are configured in an external
DMZ that enables and controls access from public addresses, allowing two VM access to
internal addresses only, as they relate to the management of infrastructure and core
monitoring system.
Finally, public access is ensured by the implementation of a load balancers system that
guarantees requests distribution and continuity in case one node of the nodes falls. The
security of this system is completed with the management of requests through rules
established in some firewalls.

3.1.2 Access Control
The developer portal provides a registration service enabling to maintain a list of registered
users, and enable or disable access to the iCity Urban Platform at any time. Below is a
process overview of flow through the developer portal.
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Figure 4: Flow of user authentication process
Please note all interactions with the API require a developer registered user account. The
registration supports HTTP basic authentication. There are two ways to pass the
authentication credentials in a request:
Passed in URL
Formatting the URL as http://username:password@ip/api/
Passed in HTTP headers
Sending an Authorization header as Authorization: Basic username:password
(The string username:password must be Base64 encoded).

3.1.3 Transaction control
In order to find out how Developer users make use of the developer portal, the portal
includes management data by user of the most visited pages and the tracking of users per
page.

3.1.4 Infrastructure control
The Developer portal provides tool to manage the open infrastructure, allowing cities the
possibility to enable or disable the connection of a developer to the iCity Platform and open
infrastructures. This security measure ensures the cities can protect access at any time.
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Figure 5: Infrastructure control

3.2 Operational
To ensure continuity of service in the production environment, Retevision will run a series of
manual and scheduled tasks to ensure proper functioning of the virtual machines, this
activity and responsibility is outside the remit of the cities, this activity will be executed by
the group of experts responsible for maintenance of systems of Retevision.
Each virtual machine will be managed in the following modules, these are under Retevision
control:
•

Incident Management Service.

•

Monitoring system for virtual machines.

•

Global System backup

The following actions will ensure the iCity platform and infrastructure is properly maintained
according to best practice IT operation and maintenance processes. These are the primary
tasks and functions:
•

Monthly Backup of virtual machines.

•

Monthly RAID Preventive.

•

Script for deleting old backup.

•

Snapshots recovery to a previous state.

•

Enabling commissioning processes for production of new modules.

•

Constant monitoring of infrastructure and processes.

•

...

3.3 Developer Portal
This section explains the implementation of the developer portal and REST API design that
provides the basic functions (list of infrastructure, list of cities, etc) to request information
about infrastructures of each city integrated in iCity Platform. In future versions, the portal
will provide greater functionality, like functionalities to interact with the infrastructure. REST
API will be updated with new features, but without affecting the Developer applications.

3.3.1 Data development
iCity Platform exposes infrastructure functionalities through a REST API. This API provides
access and basic functionalities in its first version to get information about infrastructure.
Also, REST API provide the functionality of create (cities, manufactures and collections) and
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control them.
It includes the following functionalities to obtain data from the iCity network:


The public API only offers look-up methods (GET) to obtain information about a devices
or a group of them
o List all devices.
o Describe device.



It is also available for infrastructure, cities or manufacturers:
o List all infrastructure/cities/manufacturers
o Describe infrastructure/city/manufacturer
o List all devices from infrastructure/city/manufacturer



Obtain data observations from a device:
o Observation by samples
o Observation by time interval.

Thus, it follows a structure similar to that shown in the following chart which enables the
developer to access information from various stages.

Figure 6: Access structure
Within the database is created the “collection” item that allows the extraction of data and
information of a particular type of device, regardless of what platform or infrastructure it
resides in order to obtain a global vision of the network.
The figure shown bellow represents the designed database’s Conceptual Map. Each box
refers to one table of the database, where appear all the columns and the data type of each
one.
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Figure 7: Data Base’s Conceptual Map of API REST
Future evolutions of this data model will retain the original structure as a basis for
development, thus ensuring backward compatibility, this will guarantee developer continuity
to their applications regardless of the evolution of the platform.
In addition to the infrastructure that is connected to the platform iCity, have set up four
virtual infrastructures for each city (Barcelona, London, Bologna and Genoa), with fake
elements and test data.

CITY

PLATFORM

DATA TYPE

Weather Station Temperature
Barcelona
Bologna
Genoa
London

# SENSORS PER TYPE

20

Huminity
Wind Speed
Parking
WIFI C lients

Parking
#users/AP
Jam factor

15-30

2

%

0-100

30

km/h

0-40
free/occupied

50
km/h
50

#vehicles

DATA RANGE MAX. VARIATION/H

C

100

speed average
Traffic

UNIT

5
random

0-200

20

0-80

20

0-10
#vehicles/h 0-1000

2
250

Figure 8: Virtual infrastructures
Within the scope of the work completed on this version to deliver an iCity platform for pilot
testing,

3.3.2 Implementation of the developer portal
This portal is the first version of developer portal, it will be further updated. The portal was
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implemented with the structure as depicted at the figure below.

Figure 9: Developers sitemap
It should be pointed out that the editing views (except the user profile and the collection) are
limited to the administrator user.
Below is an example of a view of a sensor located in London, which measures two
parameters. This page will enable developers to check the status of devices, the static
characteristics of the devices, and the last ten measures of each dynamic parameter on the
devices.
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Figure 10: SNSBG1 sensor
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The following developer portal view screen shot shows the publication of the API in a web
format that is easier to search, making it easier to use the API.

Figure 11: API REST
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Finally, for each sensor it is possible to generate a "query" to facilitate the understanding to
developers.

Figure 12: Custom query
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4. Next steps
In the vision set defined in DOW, the iCity project is organized along a number of phases
that could be outlined as follows:

Actually, the current version (at M18) of the platform enabling development of applications
will continue to evolve in the coming months in parallel to the creation of new applications.
To ensure continuity the M18 version and earlier versions require:


Ensuring compatibility of applications developed with earlier versions of the platform.



Constantly improve architecture and functionality of the platform without affecting
developers.

Below there are some of the future developments planned in the platform roadmap.

4.1 Guarantee development
Providers of the iCity platform will be publishing the new functions to be incorporated into
services, these details will be available for developers, any new functions will be backwards
compatible with previous versions, with the aim to guarantee the continuity of developed
applications and protect the investment regardless of changes in the iCity.

4.2 App validation process and improve user registration process
The App validation process is shown below. It will be established in future versions in order
to validate users.
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Figure 13: App validation flow

4.3 New infrastructures
Future releases of the iCity platform will add new devices and parameters for each cities’
infrastructure, and also they will provide the currently not available interfaces.

4.4 New API functionalities
In the following versions of the platform the REST API will provide new features, among
them is the georeference function enabling users to request data for selected geo-locations.
Further, composite services will be provided through the information collected from the
various infrastructures.
Additionally, there will be a new set of functions in order to manage infrastructures. These
functions will allow to add, modify or delete infrastructures in the platform and connect or
disconnect them.

4.5 Forum
Developers’ portal will provide a forum to support online discussion. It will have a tree
structure with categories and a general moderator will control the proper performance of the
forum rules.
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4.6 Security – Transactions Control
Security is deployed with specific software that control and publish library functions to
guarantee personalized and secure access to data according to the user's profile.

4.7 Improvements in Portal
In the portal roadmap are included, among others, the following features:


Specific support (administration).



Split between developer portal and infrastructure management portal.



Full infrastructure management tools will provide over the infrastructure management
portal.
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